Session Topic: Dribbling and Changing
Direction
Week 5
Drill 1: 4 Gate Pair Warm Up

Organization:
Set out a 25x25 playing area with a gate placed on each side of
the square. Get all players into pairs and number them 1 and 2.
Both playing will be running around the square when coach
shouts go, player one has to run through one of the gates
before player 2 touches and tags them. You then swap over roles
and you can also add a ball, but instead this time you’re looking
to dribble through the gate.
Coaching Points:
1: Quick reactions
2: Keep your head up so you don’t run into any other players.
3: look to see which gates are free, so you have more space to
attack a gate with the ball.
4: when defending stay close to the attacker so they don’t get
away
5: look to change direction to trick defender

Drill 2: Robin Hood

Organization:
Set out a 30x30 playing area, with a box in each corner of the
grid and put all soccer balls in the middle. Have 2 players in
each box. The players must run to the middle and dribble a
soccer ball back to their square, then go get another as soon
as the ball is returned. Players are only allowed to dribble one
ball at a time. After a few turns, the game can be progressed,
when no soccer balls are left in the middle, players can steal
from other squares.
Coaching Points:
1. Keep the ball close to them and react quickly on whistle
2. Keep head up as often as possible
3. Encourage players to use both feet and different surfaces
of the foot
4. Dribble at speed
5. Pull back turn

Drill 3: 4 Corners
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Organization:
Set up a grid 30x20 yards. 2 Goals each end.
Players are numbered and sent to a corner.
Each time the coach throws the ball into play, one player
from each team comes out and face each other in a
1vs1vs1vs1 format. First player to score in either goal wins
the ball, and that counts as a trophy.
Team with most trophy's win.
Coaching Points:
1. Stay aware on your toes, ready for new ball.
2. Get out to ball quickly.
3. Look to run into empty space with the ball
4. When the space is crowded, implement a turn to head
towards opposite goal
5. Get a quick shot off when possible.

Drill 4: Full Scrimmage
Organization:
Set up a pitch 40 x 30 yards.
2 teams
Coaching Points
Try to develop techniques used in previous drills in todays
sessions.

